CHAPTER 4

Eating and Drinking

GRAMMAR:
The future: will and be going to
The future continuous tense: statements and questions
The conditional (future possible)
Two-word verbs: inseparable and separable

COMPETENCIES:
Planning a potluck party
Explaining a recipe
Reading menus
Avoiding food poisoning

WorkLifeEnglish 4: Cross-Cultural Communication
Chapter 4 Grammar: Eating & Drinking
COMPETENCIES: Understanding restaurant procedure
Saving money at the supermarket
Understanding steps in recipes
Using supermarket ads

GRAMMAR FOCUS: The future: will vs. going to
The future continuous
The future possible conditional
Two-word verbs

READING SKILLS: Recognizing the steps in a process
Recognizing definitions and explanations

WRITING SKILLS: Writing steps in a process
Using future verb forms

WorkLifeEnglish 4: Cross-Cultural Communication
Chapter 4 Reading/Writing: Eating & Drinking
COMPETENCIES: Understanding North American eating and drinking customs
Describing typical dishes
Understanding recipes
Comparing food customs

GRAMMAR FOCUS: The future: will vs. be going to
The future continuous
The future conditional
Two-word verbs

WorkLifeEnglish 4: Cross-Cultural Communication
Chapter 4 Listening/Speaking: Eating & Drinking